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Abstract- Independent Component Analysis (ICA) technique
separates mixed signals blindly without any information of mixing
system. The present work evaluates the error performance of fast ICA is a computationally efficient statistical signal
ICA and algebraic ICA algorithms for their fixed-point
implementations. Simulation study is carried on both fixed and petssin tcniqu forirevealighden orsitha lie
floating point ICAs. It is observed that the word length greatly sets of random variables, measurements or signals. A
influences the separation performance. Out of the two ICAs generative model for the observed multivariable data, which is
studied the algebraic ICA offers superior performance when the typically given as a large database of samples is defined by
same word length is used in both the cases. ICA. The data variables in the model are assumed to be linear

or non-linear mixtures of some unknown latent variables and
I. INTRODUCTION the system of mixing is unknown. The extraction of source in

this process is done based on the assumption that the latent
Independent Component Analysis (ICA) is a statistical variables are non-Gaussian and statistically independent [12].

signal processing technique having emerging new practical Suppose a set of observations of random variables is (x,(t),
application areas, such as blind separation of mixed voices or x2(t), ,xXn(t)) where 't' is the time or the sample index and they
images, analysis of several types of data or feature extraction are generated from a linear mixture of sources that are
[1],[2],[3],[4],[5]. Though several algorithms for ICA have statistically independent. This is expressed in the following
been reported in literature [6],[7],[12],[13], very few attempts form
have been made for successful practical implementation of any [x,(t) x2(t) ... xn(t)]T=A[s,(t) s2(t) ... sn(t)]T (1)
of these algorithms [8],[9]. An algorithm can be implemented where A is some unknown mixing matrix and T stands for
either by 'fixed point arithmetic' or by 'floating point the transpose of a matrix.
arithmetic'. The floating point method demands more Independent component analysis estimates both A and 's,(t)'
computational overhead resulting in a large number of when only the observation 'xi(t)' are at hand. Number of
processing elements. Thus the system becomes speed limited independent components here is assumed to be equal to the
with large chip area and consuming more power in the process. number of observed mixtures.
Therefore a traditional choice has been for implementing A. T Fast ICA Algorithm
systems by using fixed point arithmetic.Instemsbyusinfixed pointmethodrofimplementation everyoOne of the most primary solution for linear ICA/BSSIn ixe pontethd o imlemntaionevey oeraion

problem is Fast ICA [13] due to its simplicity and fastintroduces an error (truncation/round up) due to finite register poblem iseFasic [1]ouetoits ty andrfast
length. These errors propagate to the output as a noise at the cnvergenc tebaschalgrith ine th
output of the system. Such noise alters or degrades the desired and afixedp-point iteraton scheme for one unit.
system performance. Hence a detailed analysis of error and Preprocessing:acconte peforimplemHentation noisetaintded blysste fxedpoiant 1. Center the data X to make the mean zero. This is done byaccount for implementation noise introduced by the fixed-pointsutainthmenfotedt.operations becomes the essential before implementation of a sbr tin theman fo thed.
system [10]. The analysis also helps to know the accuracy that 2W it thedata to eZ e variancematix ofcentered X is computed and then eigen value decomposition ofcan be expected out of the existing system and to design with g
the minimum cost a new system to meet the required accuracy matrix ipoeIis the eigenvvalue
specifications [11]. Such an analysis with any of the ICA matrix a E i terei marxte
algorithms is not found in literature to our knowledge. The ZFD-pinEt (Centered X) (2)
present work focuses on the fixed-point performance Fied-oit Iteratio for one unit:
evaluation of two standard ICA algorithms when implemented T

* ~~~~~~~~~~~~~demixingmatrix W as a vector wT that is an extremum ofwith different register lengths. In the present paper the errorg
anlyi ha bee care ou for th fas ICA aloih with1 contrast functions whose derivatives are stated in (4)-(5).

diffren opimiatin fnctonsandthenoniteatie agebaic Estimation of w proceeds iteratively with following steps until
IC*loih 1] a convergence as stated below is achieved.
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1) Choose an initial random vector w of unit norm. The fixed-point model introduces these truncation and
2) w -- E{zg(wTz)}- E{g' (wTz)}w (3) rounding operations at each step of the algorithm so that one

where g1(y) =y3 (derivative of kurtosis), (4) gets the fixed-point output of the system which can be
g2(Y)= tanh(ay), 1 < a <2, (5) compared with the corresponding output with full precision

and g'(y) are the corresponding derivatives. value. For each fixed-point addition and multiplication
3) w -ww / w where llwll is the norm of w. (6) truncation and rounding operations are carried out respectively.
4) if lw(old) -w(new)l < F is not satisfied then go back to Such a choice has been reported to introduce less mean square

step 4 where £ is a convergence parameter (-10-4) and w(old) error in actual implementation. In the following algorithm [.]F
is the value of w before it's replacement by the newly denotes the fixed-point value of the parameter [.] and't'
calculated value w(new). denotes the finite register length or number of bits without the

B. TheAlgebraicICAAlgorithm sign bit. With sign bit the actual register length becomes t+ 1.
An algebraic solution to ICA is proposed by Taro For example fixed-point addition of two numbers A and B is

Yamaguchi et.al in [14]. This is a non-iterative algorithm but performed as [A±B]F=add(A,B,t), where add function
becomes extremely complex to compute when the number of represents both A and B in t-bits, adds them and then truncates
sources goes more than two. For two source separation it the result after t-bits. Certain complex fixed-point operations

1 r 1 1 * 1 1 * 1 ~~~~~aredone by special functions mentioned below as and whenworks very fast .Two observed signals x1 and x2 are given by
linear mixture oftwo independent original signals s1 and S2 as required. The analysis is carried out for a mixture of two

signals for the sake of simplicity which can be easily extended
for more than two signals.

(7) A. The Fixed-point FastICA Algorithm_x2_ - - _S2_ 1. Centering the data matrix X:
where a and 3 are unknown mixing rates. [Meanxl]F =((((x11+x12)F+x13)F+± +xIF/N)F (la)
The algebraic solution to a and ( are given by [Meanx2]F =((((x21+x22)F+x23)F+± ±x2N)F/N)F (1 lb)

( = (a C2-C3)/( a C3-C1) (8) where Meanxl, Meanx2 and N denote the mean of first row
(C2C10-C1 C3) CC 4 +(3C9C3-3C8C2-C3C+0±CICI1) (e of X, mean of second row ofX and number of columns of X.

+ (3C6C2+3C8C3-3C9Cl-3C7C3) a 2 Mean is subtracted from the data X to get the centered data
+ (C5C3+3C7CI-3C6C3-C2C4) ( (CX1I; CX2i)T.

+ C3C4-C1C5= 0 (9) cx1l =(x1i- ([Meanxl]F)F (12a)
where C1= E[x12] - {E[x1]}2, cx21 =(x2i- ([Meanx2]F)F (12b)

C2= E[x22] - JE[X2]32,
C3= E[xlx2] - E[x1] E[x2], 2. The centered data is whitened by finding out its
C4= E[x14] - E[x13] E[x1], covariance matrix and then by eigen value decomposition. Let
C5= E[X13X2] - E[x13] E[x2], covX is the covariance matrix of centered data.
C6= E[x13x2] - E[x12X2] E[x1], [CoVXll]F = [((((Xl l-X1)F+(X12-X12)F)F
C7= E[x12x22] - E[x1 x2] E[x2], +(X13.x13)F)F+± ±+(XlN.xlN)F)F/N]F (13a)
C8= E[x12x22] - E[xx2 ] E[x1], [CoVXll]F = [((((Xll-X21)F+(X12-X22)F)F
C9= E[xIx23] - E[Xx22 E[x2], +(x13.x23)F)F+± .. +(xlN.x2N)F)F/N]F=[covX2l]F (13b)
C10=E[xIx23] -E[x1] E [X23], [COVX22]F = [((((X21-X21)F+(X22-X22)F)F
CI=E[x2] - E[x2] E[x2]. (10) +(x23.x23)F)F+± +(x2N.x2N)F)F/N]F (13c)

Where E[.] denotes the expectation operation. [G]F =[([covX22]F-[covXlI]F)F/2*(cOvX22)F]F (14)
a and ( are obtained by solving (8) and (9) with the Ferrari [T]F =[sign(G)F/[abs(G)F+['I[1+ [[G]F. [G]F]F]F]F]F]F (15)

method. Excluding the solutions having non-zero imaginary where [YIy]F =scaled value of zly.
parts and negative sizes the proper solution is selected. [c]F =[1/[±l+[[T]F. [T] F] F]F]F (16)
Original independent signals are computed from (7) by solving [s] F =[[T] F. [C]F]F (17)
for the value of a and P.

111. FiXED-POINT MODELS [E]F L4 cHC ] (18)

Any algorithm performs various arithmetic operations such
as additions, subtractions, multiplications and divisions. When [D]F=[[E]TF*[[COVX]F*[E]F]F]F (19)
any of these operations is carried out with a fixed number of
bit's' then either truncation or round operation is performed. Here the matrix multiplications are implemented by a
Hence for every operation an error signal is introduced at the function which does fixed point multiplication and additions
location of that operation which appears at the output as noise. required for t-bits.
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FL]jO B. TheFixed-pointAlgebraicICAAlgorithm
If [D]F = (20) The algorithm for fixed-point algebraic ICA proceeds as

L0L'22]WF follows.
[XI2IF = ((XI IXI I)F,(XI2 XI2)F, ,-(XIN XIN)F) (3 7a)

-1/2 1F O1 [X22]F = ((X21IX21)F,(X22.X22)F, ... ,(X2N.X2N)F) (37b)
then [D-1/2]F 0 (21) [X13]F = (([XII 2]F.Xll)F,([XI22]FXI2)F,

[X23]F = (([x212]F.x21)F,([x222]F.x22)F,
1.. , 2FX2N)F) (38b)

with [2j-I/2 where [xli ]F = (Xli.XIj)F
LA]F and [x2i2]F = (X2j.X2i)F

[X14]F =[([xl 2]F. [x12]F)F,( [X22] F [X22]F )F,
and [ 1/2b 1 ,([X1N2]F [XIN2]F)] (39a)

A2t JF [X2 ]F=[X24]F=[(X21 ]F-[X212]F)F,([X22 ] F [X222]F )F,
... ,([x2N2]F.[x2N 2]F) ] (39b)

[whitened matrix]F [[D12]F * [ET]F]F (22)
[whitened X]F = [[whitened_matrix] F * [X]F]F (23) [XIX2]F = [(Xii.X21)F, (X12. X22)F, , (XIN X2N)F];
[Z]F =[whitened_X]F (24) [x12 X2]F [([xI2] F.X21)F, ([X22]F. X22)F, . , ([XIN2]F X2N)F];

[XIX22IF =[(XII. [X212 F)F, (XI2- [X222I F)F, ,-( (XIN- [X2N2]F)F];
3) Initial random vector w= (wI, w2)T is chosen and norm of [x12 X22]F = [([X112]F. [X212]F)F,( [X122]F. [x22 ] F)F,

w is calculated as ... ([XIN2]F [x2N2]F)F];
[norm_w]F = [\((wI.wl) F +(w2.w2) F)]F (25) [XX23]F [(xII. [X213]F)F, (XI2. [X22 ]F)F, ,( (XN [x2N3]F)F];
[w]F = ([wI/[norm_w]F]F,[ [w2/[normW]F])F (26) [xI3 x2]F [([xII3] F-x21)F, ([xI23]F X22)F, . , ([XIN3]IF X2N)F];

where [xli3]F = ([XI iF.Xi)F
4) ICA Iteration process is and [x2]F = ([x2I2]F.x21)F

[U]F [[Z]F [W]F]F (27) [meanxl ]F=[[[[XI ]F+X12 ]F+x13 ]F]F+± ±+[XIN ]F]F/N]F;
[U ]F = [[U]F*[U]F]F (28) [meanxl]F = [[[[xll+xI2]F+xI3]F+± ±+xN]F/N]F;
[U3]_ = [[U2] * [U]F]F (29) [(meanxi)2]F = [[meanxl]F [meanxl]F]F;

[C1]F = [[meanxl2]F - [(meanxl)2]F]F; (40)
In (28) and (29), fixed point multiplication is performed on

element-by-element basis. Similarly fixed-point representations for C2 to C11 can be
[Zu3 -[[Z] F *[U ]F]F (30) obtained. Subsequently we have
[A] F = [[Zu3]F/N]F (31) [C3C4]F = [[C3]F.[C4]F]F (41a)
[3w] F = [3*[w]F]F (32) [CIC5]F = [[Ci]F-[C5]F]F (41b)
[w] F = [[A]F - [3W]F] F (33) [Ao]F = [[C3C4]F - [CIC5]F]F (42)
[Bi] F = [[Bi]F*[Bi]FT]F (34)

for i = 1,2 and where In a similar manner [A1]F to [A4]F are found out. The root of

[wI]F 0 (9) is scaled by simple fixed point scaling operation. [root]F
[B,]F L[W2]F jl for the first independent floor (root x 2t) x2t.

component (IC) IV. SIMULATION EXPERIMENT

and ]_IF[WIIF [w _new] for the second IC. In the simulation experiment study fixed-point as well as
W2]1F [W2 _new]F floating point programs of various ICAs are written. The fixed-

point programs are equivalent to fixed-point machines capable

Ir new] 1 of simulating the operations of any word size. With a known1-_ F is the new random vector for second IC. value of t, the fixed-point iteration for fast ICA algorithm with
L[W2 -new Fj kurtosis as the optimization function is run and the mean

square error (MSE) is computed. The value of t is varied from
[BW]F= [[Bi]F*[W]F]F (35) 7 to 32 and corresponding MSEs are computed. The same
[W]F= [[w]F - [Bw]F] F (36) procedure was followed for fast ICA algorithm with tanhy as

derivative of optimization function and algebraic ICA
Norm of [W]F is again found out as described in step 3. algorithm. However in the case of algebraic ICA algorithm the

value of t is varied from 4 to 32. From the MSEs and output
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signal powers the noise to signal ratio (NSR) for each t is simulation studies reveal that tanhy based fast ICA yield higher
computed. MSE compared to the corresponding kurtosis based one.

Further for the same bit length, the fixed-point algebraic ICA

V. RESULTS & DISCUSSIONS offers substantially low MSE compared to the best fast ICA
(kurtosis based one). The separation ability of fixed-point ICA

The simulation studies, on fixed-point models as described depends on the number of bits used. Fixed-point algebraic ICA
in the previous section for fast ICA algorithm with kurtosis as performs superior to the fixed-point fast ICA.
contrast function and tanhy as derivative of a contrast function
and non-iterative algebraic ICA algorithm are performed. The No of bits vs NSR
mean square error (MSE) decreases with increase in the 0o_ _ _
register length for all cases as depicted in Table 1. The noise to --T-kurtosis(fast ICA)
signal ratio (NSR) parameter in dB as a function of register tanhy(fast ICA)
length has been plotted. Fig. 1 shows the NSR variation with t -50 algebraic ICA
for fast ICA algorithm. This clearly indicates that NSR
decreases with increase in t. With kurtosis as the contrast
function in fast ICA the NSR performance is better than that -

C-100with tanhy based one. Fig.1 also depicts the NSR variation Er
with t for the algebraic ICA algorithm. The NSR performance Cl)
of algebraic method is better than that of fast ICA method. It is
further observed that at lower values of t (t<8 in particular) the -150
algebraic algorithm has acceptable NSR whereas in this region,
fast ICA algorithm often fails to separate the signals properly.
Figs.2 & 3 show the original signals (a simple case of _ _ _ _ _l

-200rectangular wave and noise has been considered) and the 0 10 20 30 40
mixed signals respectively. Figs.4&5 also display the No of bits(t)
separation with register lengths 8 and 16 respectively for fast Fig.1: NSR variation with bit length for Algebraic ICA and Fast ICA with
ICA algorithm. The separation of signals with register lengths kurtosis as contrast function and and tanhy as derivative of a contrast function
of 8 and 16 are shown in Figs.6&7 respectively for the REFERENCES
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